
* Either foreign or domestic goods can enter an FTZ without a formal customs entry document or
payment of customs duties or government excise taxes. 
* No customs duty is collected if the final product is exported from the U.S. For final products
imported into the U.S., duty and excise taxes are due at the time of transfer from the FTZ when
formal entry is made to the U.S.
* Duty is paid on the product itself or the product’s imported parts, whichever is lower.
* FTZ Zone #213 offers an Alternative Site Framework status, under which an individual usage-
driven emote site may be for one company only and is still considered a general-purpose zone site. 
 
 

By reducing tariffs on importing foreign goods and exporting finished products, Foreign Trade Zones
(FTZ's) help American businesses remain competitive in our global economy. 

FTZ’s are geographically designated areas that are considered outside of U.S. Customs territory. As a
result of this designation, Foreign Trade Zones enjoy certain economic benefits that are passed on to
companies engaged in international trade. 

Located on airport property and in the FTZ, Skyplex delivers a wide range of aviation and commercial
possibilities. The property is strategically located in Foreign Trade Zone #213 at RSW with a direct
connection to Interstate 75. Skyplex features 870 acres of prime real estate to provide non-aviation
opportunities for commercial uses and also provides 280 acres zoned for aviation-related uses,
including 75 acres of prime ramp accessibility that can accommodate up to Category IV aircraft.
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